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1. Introduction

How does the development of mass spectrometry (MS) for the study of protein complexes, intact in the gas phase, contribute to the twin fields of genomics and proteomics? Foremost, it is important to recognize the fact that the vast majority of proteins do not exist as single entities in the cell, but rather interact noncovalently with additional copies of the same protein and/or other proteins.1 Furthermore, additional interactions can occur with nucleic acids, ligands, cofactors, or metal ions, such that the functional form of many proteins is rarely the simple monomeric state. As such, while traditionally genomics and proteomics has focused on determining which proteins are encoded by the genetic material, in order to understand their function, their interaction to form protein complexes must also be investigated.

Studying this highest state of protein organization therefore represents a crucial part of modern genomics and proteomics efforts (Figure 1). Protein complexes themselves are often composed of “subcomplexes”, that is multiprotein modules which have some independent stability. Other articles in this issue describe MS approaches for studying the individual protein components which make up these noncovalently bound species. These are typically performed by the cleavage of the protein backbone into smaller constituent peptide segments. In this review, however, we concentrate on the application of MS to the upper levels of protein organization, those in which noncovalent interactions are preserved (Figure 1).

It is now well over a decade since intact protein complexes were first successfully analyzed by means of MS.2–5 These early reports stimulated much excitement and were swiftly followed by a plethora of studies wherein protein and other noncovalent complexes, largely from commercial or recombinant sources, were maintained intact in the gas phase.6 It soon became apparent that the precision with which the masses of these species can be measured is unrivalled by any other approach. Furthermore, when coupled with the selective disruption of the intact protein complexes, either in solution or in the gas phase, to determine the masses of the constituents, stoichiometry can be established, even in the absence of polypeptide sequence information. Such approaches have allowed the determination of the relative populations of the oligomers within polydisperse assemblies,7 have revealed substrate binding to molecular machines such as the proteasome8 and GroEL,9 and defined the stoichiometry of subcomplexes within intact ribosomes.10 Coupled to the realization that many aspects of solution-phase structure are maintained in the gas phase,11,12 these studies have
established MS of intact complexes as a complementary approach to many structural techniques. Further MS developments, such as the inclusion of ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) in the analysis of protein complexes, or controlled gas- or solution-phase dissociation, have allowed the subunit architecture, overall shape, and subunit contacts of protein complexes to be realized. Moreover, the speed of analysis has enabled the study of the dynamics of these protein complexes. As such, a number of processes including assembly, disassembly, and exchange of subunits between protein complexes have been monitored by means of MS. Consequently, MS can now be used to examine all the levels of protein organization (Figure 1), providing information as to the sequences of the proteins involved, the stoichiometry of their interactions, their connections, and the dynamics of the assembled complex. Applying MS to the study of protein complexes, as well as more conventional applications to individual proteins, is therefore vitally important to the burgeoning field of proteomics.

Very recently, combining the MS of protein complexes with affinity purification techniques has highlighted the tantalizing possibility of identifying the components, connectivity, and shape of such species, expressed at endogenous levels. In this review we chart the progress that has enabled the MS of intact protein complexes to approach this vision. From early studies of recombinant protein complexes, through to the latest reports that couple MS of intact cellular complexes at endogenous expression levels, we describe the underpinning technological advances. Rather than consider...
biological applications that have been described in detail elsewhere,\textsuperscript{5,25–32} this review focuses on the enabling tools and technologies. We describe the processes of generating, transmitting, and analyzing ions formed by protein complexes and explain the underlying theory behind the experimental conditions that are becoming standard for these investigations. From the structure and dynamics of complexes in solution through to their overall topology in the gas phase, we detail additional approaches that can be used in conjunction with MS of intact complexes to broaden the scope of the information available. Overall, it is our aim to stimulate research in this area and to establish MS of intact complexes as an integral part of future structural genomic and proteomic investigations.

2. Generating Ions of Protein Complexes

The first step of any mass spectrometry experiment is the generation of ions from a sample of interest. There are many challenges associated with ion generation, a fact which is mirrored by the number of methods available for generating gas-phase ions for analysis by mass spectrometry. For a number of these ionization methods, it is necessary that the analyte already be present in the gas phase (e.g., electron impact ionization) or embedded in a nonphysiological matrix (e.g., fast atom bombardment, matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI)) prior to ionization. The vast majority of biological processes occur in solution, so it follows that for species of biochemical interest it is often necessary to generate gas-phase ions directly from molecules in solution. Furthermore, it is beneficial to do so in a manner that avoids fragmentation or other undesirable alteration of the analyte.

The above requirements effectively limit the scope of much work in biological mass spectrometry to either electrospray ionization (ESI)\textsuperscript{33–35} or MALDI.\textsuperscript{36,37} Of the two technologies, applications of ESI to the study of the structure and stability of intact protein complexes far outweigh applications of MALDI. This is primarily because the sample-preparation requirements for MALDI typically involve evaporation of solvent from an aqueous analyte solution that contains a 10–10,000-fold excess of a UV-absorbent organic acid. Such highly acidic conditions will undoubtedly perturb protein–protein interactions present in solution and will most likely denature the protein. In addition, MALDI mass spectra often yield intense signals for protein aggregates that are thought to be artifacts of the laser desorption/ionization process. Several instrumental parameters such as laser fluence and irradiation time,\textsuperscript{38,39} along with the localization of complexes within the MALDI deposition,\textsuperscript{40} have also been shown to have a profound influence on the observation of noncovalently bound protein complexes. Although some examples of using specialized matrices that allow for MALDI sample preparations near neutral pH (e.g., 6-aza-2-thiothyamine) have been reported,\textsuperscript{41–44} it is currently unlikely that UV-MALDI will be used as a general method for the desorption and ionization of intact protein–protein complexes. In addition, although significant effort has been put forth to elucidate the mechanism(s) of ion formation in MALDI, it remains a hotly debated subject. MALDI is commonly used to identify precursor proteins from the peptides produced by enzymatic digestion of complex mixtures derived from a biological source, as described in other articles in this issue. A detailed knowledge of the desorption/ionization mechanism is not necessary in the interpretation of these data (MS is used as a detector for experiments carried out in solution only); therefore, we will not cover it in depth here. Instead, we direct the reader to several outstanding reviews on the subject.\textsuperscript{45–49}

2.1. Electrospray Ionization

The most commonly used ionization method for MS studies of protein complexes is ESI.\textsuperscript{33–35} A typical electrospray setup involves passing a sample through a metallic capillary held at high electrical potential, surrounded by a concentric tube through which a parallel flow of inert gas is passed to aid the nebulization of the emerging analyte solution. At the tip of the steel capillary, the applied potential causes charges to gather preferentially at the tip, forming a “Taylor cone.”\textsuperscript{50–52} At the tip of the cone, the stream of solvent is drawn out into highly charged droplets, generally on the order of several micrometers in diameter.\textsuperscript{50} Emerging droplets are subsequently drawn down a potential and pressure gradient toward the ion sampling interface of the mass spectrometer. Aided by both parallel and then counterdirectional flows of nebulizing gas, solvent evaporation from the nascent droplets results in a reduction in droplet diameter. This reduction in droplet size continues until the Coulombic repulsion between the increasingly crowded charges becomes strong enough to overcome the surface tension holding the droplet together. At this point, termed the “Rayleigh limit”, droplet fission occurs. The limiting charge on a droplet, \( q_R \), is governed by the droplet diameter, \( D \), and the solvent surface tension, \( \gamma \), and is given by

\[
q_R = \frac{z_R e}{\gamma} = \frac{\pi \epsilon_0 \gamma D^3}{\epsilon}\]

(1)

where \( z_R \) is the number of charges, \( e \) is the elementary charge, and \( \epsilon_0 \) is the electrical permittivity of a vacuum.\textsuperscript{53}

Equation 1 provides an upper limit of the charge density required to bring about droplet fission. In practice, a droplet...
undergoing evaporation and Coulombic explosion will do so at charge densities of approximately 70–100% \( q_0 \). Close observation of this process has revealed that, rather than undergoing symmetric division into two droplets of similar dimensions, a fine jet of offspring droplets is generated from the parent. Each sequential fission event results in an offspring droplet of approximately 2% of the mass and 15% of the charge of the parent droplet.\(^{52,54,55}\) Subsequent depletion of solvent by further evaporation results in several generations of unequal droplet fission, until ultimately gas-phase ions are produced. During this process, ions are drawn into the ion-sampling interface of the mass spectrometer. Additional desolvation, often required to remove residual solvent and solute particles from the protein ions, is brought about by collisions with gas molecules in the low-vacuum region between the orifice and skimmer electrodes. The energy of these collisions is dictated by the difference in the potentials applied to these two electrodes.

### 2.1.1. Mechanism of Protein Ion Formation

ESI usually results in the generation of intact, multiply charged ions, generally in the form \([M + nH]^+\). While it is possible to generate both positive (i.e., protonated) and negative (i.e., deprotonated) ions during electrospray, the majority of protein mass spectrometry is performed in the positive mode, and only this will be addressed explicitly in our following discussion of ESI. While the macroscopic aspects of electrospray are generally well-understood, the mechanics of the final generation of desolvated (or nearly desolvated) ions from a charged droplet remain incompletely resolved. Two principal models have been proposed to account for this phenomenon. The charged residue model (CRM), conceived by Dole et al.,\(^{33}\) postulates that evaporation and Coulombic fission occur until a droplet containing a single residual analyte ion remains. Complete evaporation of the solvent comprising this droplet eventually yields a “naked” analyte ion, the charged residue. A second mechanism for gas-phase ion production, based on the work of Iribarne and Thomson,\(^{56}\) is termed the ion evaporation model (IEM). In this model, it is argued that, prior to complete desolvation of the droplet, the repulsion between the charged analyte ion and the other charges in the droplet becomes strong enough to overcome solvation forces, and the ion is ejected from the droplet surface into the gas phase.

The consensus in the literature is that neither the CRM nor the IEM can account for all experimental observations.\(^{57}\) Rather, it appears that one or the other, or both in combination, can be invoked to describe ion formation, depending on the type of analyte. For the case of proteins of mass >6000 Da, and thus those species most relevant to this review, there is considerable evidence that Dole’s CRM is the dominant mechanism of ion formation during ESI.\(^{52,55,58,59}\) By examining the data that had been generated for native proteins during earlier work, de la Mora found that the maximum charge acquired by globular proteins during ESI matches closely to the charge expected on spherical solvent droplets with similar radii.\(^{52}\) This is the behavior one expects from a protein ion formed through the total evaporation of an encompassing droplet which would presumably be only slightly larger than the protein itself. Furthermore, this relationship has been shown to hold even when the number of strongly basic amino acids available for protonation exceeds the number of charges expected in the droplet, given by eq 1.\(^{60,61}\) Additionally, ions formed by the CRM would be expected to acquire a number of adducts due to the presence of solutes (e.g., buffers) in the final precursor droplet. This phenomenon is not only a common empirical observation of any practitioner of ESI-MS of native proteins, but it has also been shown to be quantitatively predictable based on CRM calculations.\(^{60}\)

The immediate implication of the dominance of the CRM mechanism in protein ion formation is that the charge acquired by a protein during ESI is dictated by the size of the precursor droplet surrounding the protein immediately before desolvation and, therefore, by the size of the protein itself. This is consistent with the wealth of observations in the literature concerning the relationship between protein conformation and ESI charge state. In the early 1990s, Chait and co-workers noticed that large changes in solvent conditions were accompanied by significant changes in protein ESI mass spectra.\(^{62}\) It is now well-documented that an unfolded protein in solution results in ions having higher charge states compared with the case of the same experiment performed using solution conditions that promote folded conformations. Moreover, the width of the charge state distributions is also larger for unfolded proteins and is thought to be related to the structural heterogeneity of the corresponding protein states in solution.\(^{61,63–67}\) Based on these empirical relationships, but with the caveat that other processes may be contributing to charge state variation,\(^{68–70}\) ESI-MS has become a standard qualitative method for probing protein conformational changes in solution.\(^{62–65,71–76}\)

More recently, in light of the strong evidence for the CRM mechanism, protein charge states have been used as quantitative indicators of protein structure. In particular, it has been shown that the charge states acquired by native proteins can be used as a means to estimate the surface area of proteins.\(^{61}\) From the results of two recent studies, however, the precise nature of the relationship appeared to be in some dispute.\(^{31}\) Kaltashov and Mohimen compiled a data set of the average ESI charge states, \( z_{\text{avg}} \), of native (or near-native) proteins and compared those to protein surface areas, \( S \), as determined from crystallographic data. The resulting curve showed a power relationship well-described by \( z_{\text{avg}} \propto S^{0.69 \pm 0.02} \). This power function is in contrast to the linear relationship between \( z_{\text{avg}} \) and \( S \) observed by Haubeux et al. in a previous study.\(^{77}\) This disagreement may be due to the different methods by which surface areas were calculated in the two studies: whereas Kaltashov and Mohimen derived surface areas from crystallographic data, Haubeux et al. extrapolated surface areas from protein mass, assuming constant density and a spherical shape.\(^{31}\) While the precise details of the relationship between charge state and surface area have yet to be completely resolved, it is apparent that this aspect of ESI-MS may represent a powerful means to probe the 3D structure of proteins in solution.

### 2.1.2. nESI Ionization

A conventional electrospray apparatus uses a spray capillary on the order of 0.5 mm in diameter and requires flow rates of several microliters per minute to maintain the stable Taylor cone necessary for droplet formation. Consequently, it is usually necessary to have a minimum of \( \sim 50 \mu L \) of sample for most ESI-MS analyses. In 1994, however, Wilm and Mann introduced an important variant of conventional ESI, termed nanoelectrospray (nESI), a name chosen to reflect the low flow rates involved.\(^{78}\) While this technique uses the same fundamental sequence of charged-droplet
generation followed by multiple asymmetric Coulombic fission events, and finally ion formation, it is distinguished from regular ESI in a number of important ways. nESI is typically performed using glass or quartz capillaries which have been pulled to a fine tip (~1 μm inner diameter) and given a metallic (usually gold) coating to hold the electric potential in the place of the metallic capillary used for conventional ESI. Approximately 1–3 μL of sample is injected into the glass capillary and electrosprayed at flow rates in the range of ~1 nL/min to several tens of nL/min. Flow is driven primarily by the approximately 0.5–1.5 kV potential applied to the capillary, although it is often necessary to provide an auxiliary backing gas pressure to the sample in order to initiate and/or maintain a steady stream of the solution through the tip.

nESI addresses a number of key issues which limit the suitability of ESI for the analysis of biological samples and more specifically noncovalent protein complexes. First and perhaps most obvious is the reduction in the amount of sample consumed during analysis. Protein complexes are often generated via painstaking molecular biology or isolation techniques and are consequently often limited in sample quantity. Using nESI, it is possible to produce mass spectra using only a few picomoles of native protein complex. Furthermore, atomol levels of the individual components of a complex are detectable when the analysis is performed under ideal electrospray conditions with organic cosolvents (i.e., when preserving noncovalent interactions is unimportant). This particular characteristic of nESI alone has made mass spectrometric analysis possible for a number of biochemical species which are difficult to produce in the quantities required for conventional ESI.

Second, it has been shown in a number of studies that nESI is more tolerant of salt contamination of the protein solution than conventional ESI. This is particularly important for the study of noncovalent protein complexes, since these compounds often require the presence of certain buffer salts to remain stable in solution. An increased tolerance of the presence of nonvolatile salts can be explained through examination of the subtle differences in the ESI process between nanospray and conventional ESI. With both techniques, the first generation of charged droplets undergo evaporation of solvent to reach the Rayleigh limit necessary to bring about droplet fission (eq 1). This results in an increase in the concentrations of the analyte as well as any nonvolatile salts which do not undergo field evaporation. It follows that the higher the number of fission events which are necessary to form a charged residue, the greater the salt concentration in the final droplet containing a single protein complex molecule. The extent of salt enrichment during the multiple steps of evaporation/asymmetric fission is therefore affected greatly by the size of the primary droplets formed from the Taylor cone at the capillary tip. As mentioned above, the initial droplets formed during conventional ESI are of the order of several micrometers in diameter. In contrast, the diameters of the primary droplets formed during nESI have been estimated to be on the order of 150–200 nm. Since offspring droplets are generally 1 order of magnitude smaller than primary droplets during ESI, the difference in droplet size achieved by swapping from ESI to nESI removes approximately one round of Rayleigh fission, and therefore one salt concentration step, prior to releasing the desolvated gas-phase ions. This has been verified experimentally by comparing the size of salt

Figure 2. Conventional and nanoelectrospray MS of a protein–protein complex. MS of the GroEL complex ionized by means of ESI (lower) and nESI (upper). The nESI spectrum displays a series of peaks around 11500 m/z which correspond to the 800 kDa tetradecamer. Conventional ESI of the same solution results in poorly resolved “humps” centered on 12500, 16000, and 18500 m/z. These are assigned to the tetradecamer, a dimer of tetradecamers, and a trimer of tetradecamers, respectively. There is also a signal at low m/z which corresponds to the GroEL monomer. Though a signal is observed corresponding to intact tetradecamer, this signal differs from that observed by nESI in three main ways: the peaks are less well resolved, the charge state distribution is broader and bimodal, and the formation of nonspecific oligomers is increased. These results indicate some of the benefits of using nESI. A smaller initial droplet size leads to less nonspecific aggregation (both protein–protein and protein–salt), and the gentler interface conditions possible, while still allowing adequate desolvation, lead to less dissociation and disruption of oligomeric structure. Solution conditions were 200 mM ammonium acetate, pH 6.9, and a protein concentration of 2 μM tetradecamer. Spectra were obtained on a modified Q-ToF 2 (Waters/Micromass). [(NaCl),Na+] clusters which are formed using both techniques; the greater salt enrichment experienced by droplets during ESI was found to result in larger, more highly charged salt clusters than those formed during nESI.

Third, the nESI desolvation process has been shown to be gentler, more reliable, method of introducing extremely labile protein assemblies into the gas phase intact. It is generally accepted that the small initial droplet sizes produced by the nESI source reduce the number and the energy of the collisions required to desolvate the macromolecules of interest. Figure 2 shows two mass spectra of the 800 kDa E Coli chaperone GroEL acquired using the same MS instrument. The upper spectrum was acquired using nESI for ion generation. A number of well-resolved charge states are observed, yielding sufficient information to measure the intact mass of the GroEL assembly. The lower spectrum was acquired using conventional ESI, and even after reoptimizing the instrument settings to desolvate the larger droplets, a very different spectrum is obtained. Several peaks are observed which vary in shape and width. Using
Figure 3. Nonspecific aggregation during ion formation by nESI. As the initial droplets formed during nESI undergo asymmetric fission, offspring droplets containing none, one, or several of the molecules of interest are formed (A). These droplets are on the order of 18 nm. A large proportion of the droplets formed are vacant, but at higher concentrations, more occupied droplets are formed (B). Moreover, the relative proportions of the droplets which contained none, one, two, and three molecules vary according to the concentration. Those droplets containing multiple copies of proteins, will, via the CRM, subsequently lead to the formation of nonspecific aggregates. These simulations were performed by using Monte Carlo methods. A certain number of particles (variable, depending on the concentration set) were put randomly into a volume, and the number was counted in a volume corresponding to an 18 nm diameter droplet. This procedure was repeated 100,000 times, and averages were taken. For this simple simulation, excluded volume and solvent evaporation effects were not taken into account.

The information presented in the lower panel of Figure 2, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to obtain a reliable mass measurement of GroEL. Furthermore, rather than just the one peak series corresponding to the 800 kDa complex, an additional signal is observed, likely due to dissociation and artifactual formation of more massive species (Figure 2). These differences highlight how nESI possesses several significant advantages over conventional ESI as regards the study of protein complexes by means of MS.

2.1.3. Limitations of Electrospray Ionization

Although electrospray has been under continuous and intense development since its introduction as an ionization source for MS over 15 years ago, and despite the fact that it is the preferred ionization method for MS experiments in structural biology, several limitations persist. For example, the overall ionization efficiencies for proteins from solution are often relatively poor. While ionization efficiency is higher in nESI than in conventional ESI, less than 10% of sample molecules are detected even under favorable conditions. Also, the nESI response has been shown to be highly dependent upon the geometry of the nanoflow needle, and consequently, some needle-to-needle irreproducibility is to be expected. Moreover, two related phenomena that are a consequence of the ion formation mechanisms in ESI affect the mass analysis of protein complexes. The first, artifactual oligomer formation in ESI droplets, is alluded to above and in Figure 2. Figure 3 demonstrates how under conditions of high protein concentration (≥50 μM), though the majority of the droplets remain empty, there is still a significant probability of trapping more than one protein complex within the small progeny droplets generated from the larger initial droplets emitted from the nESI tip. As such, following from the CRM, it is possible for protein complexes to associate into higher nonspecific oligomers that are not present in solution at low concentration (<10 μM); see Figure 3. A second consequence of the nESI mechanism is that complete desolvation of macromolecular protein complex ions is often not possible, because increasing the activation of the ions leads to disruption of noncovalent interactions before full desolvation is reached. Up to approximately 1% of the total measured mass of a protein assembly can be attributed to buffer and solvent adducts. The results of this incomplete desolvation are broad peaks and mass measurements that are several percent larger than those predicted by the amino acid sequence alone. Therefore, despite the mass resolution and resolving power capabilities of modern mass analyzers, the peak width achieved for large protein complexes is determined primarily by the electrospray process and subsequent ion desolvation. It has been shown, however, that the width of the mass spectrum peaks is correlated with the excess mass observed due to adducts for large ions of known mass (Figure 4). This basic approach was used to measure accurately the mass of the intact ribosome and its subcomplexes, making it possible to detect the presence of multiple components within the peaks observed in the mass spectrum.

3. Transmitting and Analyzing Ions of Protein Complexes

The generation of ions is only the first hurdle to be overcome in the mass spectrometry of large noncovalent protein complexes. In order for successful application of this technique, the ions must also be retained intact in the various differentially pumped regions of the mass spectrometer, focused and guided along their intended flight path, separated according to their mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio, and subsequently detected. All of these aspects provide their own complications when large macromolecular assemblies are studied. Various instrumental and methodological advances have been made in the last 15 years, such that noncovalent complexes may be transmitted, mass analyzed, and detected. In this section, we detail the most important of these developments and the different technological options available in order to perform successful mass spectrometry of noncovalent complexes.

3.1. Transmitting Ions

The first methodological breakthrough made for the improved transmission of large noncovalent complexes
at lower pressures. This phenomenon was generally rational-
ized as being due to a reduction in dissociation by the somewhat vague concept of “gentle” MS conditions.2,4 These conditions enabled efficient desolvation of macromolecular ions while maintaining their noncovalent interactions. The general opinion at this time was that the higher pressure resulted in frequent low-energy collisions and that this resulted in less dissociation than fewer higher energy collisions.

In recent years, however, significant progress has been made in understanding this phenomenon. These studies have focused not on how higher pressures and hence more collisions might increase the transmission of noncovalent complexes by reducing the amount of dissociation, but rather on how they might act to improve the focusing of these ions such that more pass through the mass spectrometer.91,92 We describe below the various steps along this collisional focusing pathway.

### 3.1.1. Acceleration of Gas-Phase Ions in the Source Region

As described above, ESI, the preferred ionization method for the study of noncovalent complexes by MS, is performed at atmospheric pressure. Carried along in the flow of bath gas, ions enter the first vacuum stage through a small aperture. The consequent free jet expansion of the gas stream during this traversal from atmospheric pressure to rough vacuum, as well as space–charge effects, results in most of the ions deviating from the ideal trajectory. Furthermore, the expansion of the gas stream results in ion velocities of several hundred meters per second. Even very massive ions, such as those of protein complexes, exhibit little variation from the velocity of the gas stream. The corresponding mass-dependent kinetic energies of such ions range from ~1 eV for ions of 1 kDa up to ~1 keV for ions of 1 MDa.91,92 As such, the ions formed from protein complexes at this stage are not only defocused but are traveling along these inappropriate trajectories with high kinetic energies. Typical ion guide parameters which are used to focus ions back onto the intended route are generally ineffective, as protein complexes carry fewer charges than denatured proteins of similar mass. As a result, their manipulation is highly problematic in the optics of a conventional mass spectrometer, which has electrostatic lens voltages operating generally at less than 100 V. Therefore, ion trajectories are poorly focused with respect to the center line of the instrument, resulting in poor transmission efficiency at the apertures that separate the initial stages of differential pumping. Various strategies for focusing massive ions have been proposed, such as aerodynamic focusing,93 but currently the most widely used method is collisional focusing in a radio frequency (RF) ion guide.

### 3.1.2. Transmission Efficiency of Massive Ions in RF-Ion Guides

For some time it has been recognized that collisions with neutral gas molecules can be used to focus the trajectories of ions stored in three-dimensional Paul traps. Collisions between comparatively large ions and small neutral gas molecules serve to dissipate ion kinetic energy into the surrounding gas. This is functionally important because it allows more efficient trapping of ions in the potential well at the center of the ion trap. This effect has often been termed “collisional cooling”, which is in some ways misleading, as, during a collision with a neutral, though the ion’s kinetic...
energy is decreased, its internal energy, or temperature, is increased. Therefore, the ion is not cooled, but rather is heated. As such, we will use the expression “collisional focusing” throughout this article.

Long after this collision focusing became standard operating procedure for quadrupole ion-trap mass spectrometers, Douglas and French extended this methodology to linear multipole devices, specifically the RF quadrupole ion guide.\(^9\) In this study it was found that the transmission efficiency of ions produced by ESI is pressure-dependent and increased pressure in the RF ion guide can result in increased transmission efficiency. While this effect was at first counterintuitive, when stopping curves (plots of barrier voltage vs ion transmission efficiency) were generated for ions at different pressures, it was discovered that the applied potential necessary to stop ions at low pressure was much higher than that required to stop ions under high-pressure conditions. This result indicated that at higher pressure the ions possessed diminished kinetic energies and, therefore, velocities.

As the axial component of the velocity (along the ion beam) is reduced by the increased collisions with bath gas at higher pressures, the same must also be true for the radial component. It was hypothesized that the increased ion transmission was therefore due to collisional damping of radial trajectories, allowing ions to be more efficiently captured in the dynamic potential well along the center axis of the RF quadrupole.\(^9\) The focusing effect in turn allowed ions to be more efficiently transmitted through the exit aperture and into the subsequent ion optics. The trajectories of ions undergoing collisional focusing in an RF multipole were first calculated in silico by Krutchinsky et al.,\(^9\) however, such an approach has only recently been applied to examine the transmission of large protein complexes.\(^9\)

In this study, it was shown that while normal operating pressures (~10 µbar) in the RF ion guide resulted in sufficient collisional focusing such that small protein ions were successfully transmitted through the aperture immediately after the RF quadrupole, the ions of the 692 kDa 20S proteasome were poorly focused. Increasing the pressure to ~43 µbar, however, resulted in sufficient collisions between the proteasome and the background gas to enable efficient focusing of the ion beam.\(^9\) An alternative approach toward increasing the number of collisions experienced while operating at the same pressure is to increase the effective length of the ion guide. This can be achieved, without having to incorporate an ion guide which is physically longer, by trapping the ions under conditions where they undergo numerous collisions with neutrals.\(^9\)

Figure 5 describes this collisional focusing principle, as it applies to a quadrupole-time-of-flight (Q-ToF) instrument (Figure 5A). The simulated trajectories (in a plane perpendicular to the quadrupole axis) of the ~147 kDa tetrameric protein ADH at three different pressures are shown (Figure 5B). As the ions enter the RF ion guide, their oscillations result in large deviations from the center of the ion axis (their ideal position for transmission through the instrument). As they experience collisions with bath gas, the velocity of the ions decreases and, hence, their oscillations deviate less from the central axis. At the higher simulated pressures, there are sufficient collisions such that the focusing results in a very narrow ion beam. At the lower pressure (~9.3 µbar, standard operating pressure), the collisional focusing is insufficient and results in a broad ion beam leading to losses of ions that fail to pass through the various small apertures downstream.

### 3.1.3. Transmission Efficiency of Massive Ions in Orthogonal Acceleration Time-of-Flight Analyzers

In addition to the improvement in transmission efficiency gained by collisional focusing of the ions, there are further consequences to the deceleration of protein complex ions in the initial stages of the mass spectrometer. Most of the experiments conducted on these molecules are performed with instruments incorporating an orthogonal time-of-flight (o-ToF) mass analyzer. The trajectories of ions in an o-ToF analyzer are determined not only by the acceleration imparted in the orthogonal extraction source but also by the axial velocity of the ions as they enter this region (Figure 5). Ions which enter the orthogonal extraction source with excess velocity may overshoot the detector and are consequently not recorded.\(^9\)

To demonstrate this effect, we recorded the arrival position of tetrameric ADH ions on a four-part segmented anode microchannel plate (MCP) detector as a function of gas pressure in the primary RF ion guide of a Q-ToF instrument (Figure 5C). At the lowest pressure (10 µbar), the overall signal intensity is low and the majority of the ion current is detected by anode segments furthest from the extraction source (anodes 3 and 4). As the pressure is increased to 20 µbar, total ion current increases and presents a more uniform distribution of impacts across all detection surfaces. At the highest pressures, ion current is primarily detected on anode segments nearest the extraction source (plates 1 and 2), and the total ion current had again decreased. The data in Figure 5C indicate that large macromolecular ions may not be sufficiently decelerated at low pressures. Consequently, many ions retain excess velocity as they enter the ToF orthogonal extraction source, and overshoot the position of the detector during their passage through the ToF analyzer. The opposite problem, where ions have insufficient axial velocity to reach the ToF detector, becomes significant at very high source pressures. Though other possibilities, such as scattering by background gas at higher pressure, may also contribute,\(^9\) these observations provide a plausible explanation as to why there appears to be an optimal pressure for ion detection, rather than an approach toward the 100% transmission value with increasing pressure.\(^8\,8^9,9^4,9^5\)

### 3.2. Analyzing Ions

Although a wide range of mass analyzers has been developed and applied to the analysis of biomolecules, only a small subset of these has been successfully applied to the study of large protein complexes. Typically, large protein complex ions appear at high \(m/z\), which limits the scope of applicable mass analyzers considerably. Specifically, some large multiply charged protein complexes have been detected at \(>20000\ \text{m/z}\),\(^10^9\,9^8\,9^6\,9^9\) whereas the ions typically formed from individual peptides and denatured proteins have considerably lower \(m/z\) values (<3000). Some studies of protein complexes have been reported which employed ion-trapping instruments including 3D traps,\(^9^9\) Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR),\(^10^0,10^1\) and Orbitrap mass analyzers.\(^10^2\) The majority of the initial experiments performed were with quadrupole analyzers, but more recently, ToF analyzers have been the preferred tool in the analysis of large protein complexes, often in the form of hybrid Q-ToF
Instruments. As such, we cover the elements of these instruments in detail below.

3.2.1. Quadrupole Analyzers

While quadrupoles can be used in RF-only mode as ion guides, vide supra, the application of a simultaneous DC voltage enables them to be used as mass analyzers. Their low cost, relatively high operating pressures, and compatibility with the continuous ion beam generated by ESI made them the mass analyzer of choice in early MS experiments of protein complexes. The maximum \( m/z \) that can be resolved \( ([m/z]_{\text{max}}) \) is given by

\[
[m/z]_{\text{max}} = 7 \times 10^6 V_m/(v^2 r_0^2)
\]  

(2)

where \( V_m \) is the RF amplitude, \( v \) is the RF frequency, and \( r_0 \) is the inner radius between the rods in meters. Lowering the operating frequency of the quadrupole therefore increases the \( [m/z]_{\text{max}} \) in mass-resolving mode.103,104 Theoretically, \( V_m \) could be increased and/or \( r_0 \) decreased, as an alternative strategy, but the increased chance of high-voltage breakdown between the rods makes this impractical. The main disadvantage in operating quadrupole mass analyzers at such reduced frequencies, however, is a decrease in resolution.

The implications of this drawback can, however, be largely negated by introducing a subsequent analysis step, as is the case in the tandem instruments described below.105

3.2.2. Time-of-Flight Analyzers

Time-of-flight (ToF) analysis was first coupled to an electrospray source in 1991,108 and relatively shortly thereafter, the first ESI ToF spectra of noncovalent protein complexes were recorded in 1994.107 ToF analyzers provided several immediate benefits to the study of macromolecular assemblies, with the most significant being their theoretically unlimited \( m/z \) range. Due to the pulsed nature of the ToF experiment, ESI-ToF experiments are usually conducted in an orthogonal mode, where the primary ion beam is deflected from its original direction of motion into the ToF analyzer. This arrangement typically exhibits a poor duty cycle, especially when large masses (having long flight times) are observed. This limitation has been addressed by including an ion trapping step prior to orthogonal extraction of the primary ion beam.108,109 This step modulates the originally continuous ion beam into a source of ions pulsed at a frequency timed to match the extraction timing of the ToF analyzer. This trapping increases the overall sensitivity and

Figure 5. A Q-ToF type instrument customized for the transmission and analysis of protein complexes. (A) Ions are introduced into the spectrometer by nESI. The ion beam is focused by RF-only ion guides, before entering a quadrupole analyzer. This analyzer is modified such that it operates at a reduced RF frequency, allowing the selection and transmission of high \( m/z \) ions. Ions then traverse a collision cell, into which gas can be leaked in order to allow collision-induced dissociation. The dissociation of protein complex ions requires higher collision cell gas pressures and accelerating voltages relative to “normal” parameters. Ions exiting the collision cell enter a pusher region, whereupon they are pulsed orthogonally in packets into a ToF analyzer. Ions are detected by means of an MCP detector, which in some instruments is split into four segments along the ion axis. The two primary areas for protein-complex ion loss, once they have entered the vacuum stages, are in the RF-only ion guides and the apertures between them, and by over- or undershooting the ToF detector. Improved transmission is achieved by adjusting the velocity of the ions, via altering the pressures in the instrument. Simulation of the ion trajectories of a 147 kDa protein complex (ADH tetramer) at different pressures (B) shows how, at the standard pressure of 9.3 \( \mu \)bar, the ions are poorly focused. Increasing the pressure to 40 \( \mu \)bar results in a much narrower ion beam and consequently improved transmission. This amelioration is reflected if one monitors the ion intensity across the MCP detector (C). As the pressure is increased from 9.3 \( \mu \)bar, the total signal intensity (width of the bars) increases. Once the pressure exceeds ~40 \( \mu \)bar, however, the signal intensity starts to decrease again. Examining how the ion signal divides between the four segments of the MCP plate shows how at low pressures the ions mainly impact on the anodes furthest from the pusher (3 and 4), whereas at the highest pressures they primarily impact anodes 1 and 2. This suggests that, at pressures in the source region below and above the optimum, ions over- and undershoot the detector, respectively. Simulations in part A were performed as described previously,92 assuming an initial kinetic energy of 122 eV, a parallel gas flow of 50 m s\(^{-1}\), and a collision cross section of 7000 Å\(^2\) for ADH (based on ref 247). Data in part B were recorded for the 25\(^+\) charge state of ADH, at 200 mM ammonium acetate, pH 6.9, and 3 \( \mu \)M tetramer, on an MDS Q-Star XL instrument with a 4-channel MCP detector.
limit-of-detection of the instrument, as a larger proportion of the total ion current is mass analyzed.

3.2.3. Tandem/Hybrid Instruments

One of the main strengths of MS is the ability not only to measure the mass of the intact species under investigation but also to selectively dissociate the species in the gas phase and to mass measure the product ions. Tandem MS, or MS/MS, has widespread applications in both “bottom-up” and “top-down” proteomics experiments, and it also has tremendous potential in the study of protein complexes. Different types of tandem mass spectrometers have been used in the study of macromolecular complexes. Although some early experiments were conducted using triple quadrupole instruments, the most prevalent tandem mass spectrometer in this field today is the Q-ToF instrument. The arrangement of such an instrument is shown in Figure 5A.

In Q-ToF instruments, quadrupole and ToF analyzers are arranged in series, separated by a collision cell. Ions of interest can be selected according to their $m/z$ ratios in the quadrupole analyzer, subsequently activated in the collision cell, with their products being analyzed in the ToF analyzer. Activation is typically performed by ion–neutral collisions; however, ion–surface collisions\(^{112}\) and laser irradiation\(^{113}\) have also been successfully implemented on these instruments. In order to be able to select ions at high $m/z$ ratios, quadrupoles operating at low frequency have been implemented in Q-ToF instruments by several groups.\(^{92,105,114}\) The reduction in resolution that results from operating at this lowered frequency generally does not impair the function of the mass spectrometer, as the product ion spectrum is acquired by the ToF analyzer.\(^{105}\) When a quadrupole is not in mass-resolving mode, i.e., it is not being used to select a particular ion, ions up to approximately five times the $[m/z]_{\text{max}}$ (eq 2) can be transmitted.\(^ {105}\) As such, lowering the operating RF frequency of the quadrupole not only allows the selection of high $m/z$ ions but also improves the transmission of ions such that their detection at over 85000 $m/z$ has been reported.\(^ {105}\)

3.3. Instrument Modifications for Noncovalent Complexes

The modification of various components and conditions within a mass spectrometer can contribute strongly toward successful mass analysis of noncovalent complexes. Higher pressures in the front end of the instruments are required to focus and decelerate high $m/z$ ions, low-frequency quadrupoles are often required for their selection and/or transmission, ToF analyzers need to be operated at low sampling frequencies, and benefits can be gained from implementing detectors with high sensitivity at high $m/z$ values. Higher ion guide pressures have been achieved in several ways: reducing the pumping efficiency by throttling the vacuum lines,\(^ {105}\) leaking additional gas into the source region,\(^ {105}\) or incorporating a flow-restricting sleeve between the ion guide and the pump orifice.\(^ {92}\) The flow-restricting sleeve has the advantage of not increasing the load on the turbo pumps, though this benefit might be outweighed by the reduction in flexibility it affords in finding the pressure for optimal transmission of a particular species, vide supra.

The use of low-frequency/high-$m/z$ quadrupoles for purposes of tandem mass spectrometry\(^ {105}\) has led to the ability to selectively dissociate very large complexes, and further modifications have since been implemented to aid in this dissociation process. Recently constructed Q-ToF instruments have allowed significantly higher accelerating potentials upstream of the collision cell than is possible in analogous commercial instruments.\(^ {115}\) This access to higher voltages provides the ability to perform higher energy dissociation experiments and, consequently, obtain additional product ions. Early results show that both the loss of further protein subunits and covalent fragmentation of individual protein subunits can be accessed at these high collision energies ($>200$ V accelerating potential).\(^ {115}\)

In summary, since the first spectra of noncovalent protein complexes were obtained over 15 years ago, numerous methodological and instrumental developments have taken place. It is now possible to control and interrogate ions that are significantly more massive and heterogeneous than ever before. As the desire to study samples of greater complexity continues to drive developments in tandem mass spectrometry, further progress will be required to effect greater control of protein complex dissociation while an increased mechanistic understanding is necessary to garner the maximum amount of information from macromolecular assemblies.

4. Activation and Dissociation of Protein Complexes

While much effort over the past decade has been directed at maintaining noncovalent assemblies intact in vacuo for subsequent mass spectrometric detection, a lot of work is now focused on their gas-phase activation and dissociation.\(^ {31}\) Just as data derived from protein fragmentation has made MS a driving force in traditional proteomics,\(^ {116}\) the gas-phase dissociation of protein complexes is being used to deliver compositional information which may prove to be equally important.

Numerous different ion activation techniques have been developed over the years, only a relatively small subset of which has been successfully used to dissociate noncovalent protein assemblies. The activation techniques amenable to this research are necessarily limited to those that can be implemented in MS instrumentation which itself is capable of transmitting and analyzing noncovalent complexes. As such, the majority of work so far has been performed using collision-induced dissociation (CID)—sometimes known as CAD, or collisionally activated dissociation. However, blackbody infrared radiative dissociation (BIRD)\(^ {106}\) and, more recently, electron-capture dissociation (ECD)\(^ {117}\) and surface-induced dissociation (SID)\(^ {112}\) have also been used. While the dissociation of protein complexes in the gas phase is becoming ever more widespread, methodological challenges remain. In particular, further elucidations as to the mechanism of dissociation, understanding the relationship between gas-phase dissociation and solution-phase disruption, and establishing the limits of structural information that can be obtained require further attention. Once these questions are answered, it is our belief that the use of protein complex dissociation in the gas phase will become an even more powerful tool for structural genomics and proteomics.

4.1. Collision-Induced Dissociation

The majority of studies in which noncovalent complexes are disassembled in the gas phase have employed collision-induced dissociation (CID). This is performed by colliding the ions of interest with neutral gas atoms or molecules. Activation occurs as a portion of an ion’s kinetic energy is
converted into internal energy during each collision event, and this may lead to its subsequent dissociation if sufficient internal energy is accumulated. The use of CID in MS is well established, and several excellent reviews exist on this subject.\textsuperscript{118–120} The majority of examples which use CID for dissociating noncovalent protein complexes employ Q-ToF mass spectrometers. It is this instrumental arrangement on which we base our discussion below.

4.1.1. Activation of Macromolecular Assemblies

During typical CID experiments, ions will undergo many collisions, depending primarily on the size of the ion and the gas pressure. The number of collisions experienced by the ion during its transit through the collision cell, \( n \), can be calculated from the following relationship, which is derived from the mean free path equation and includes a unit conversion factor:

\[
\text{\textup{(ppmi) 52}}
\]

where \( l \) is the collision cell length in meters, \( \sigma \) is the collision cross section in square angstroms, \( p \) is the pressure in millibars, and \( T \) is the temperature in kelvin.

In cases where the collision cross section is not known, estimates can be used. For example, the collision cross section can be estimated by approximating the shape of the molecule to a sphere, at which point the collision cross section (\( \text{\AA}^2 \)) is given by

\[
\sigma = \pi (R_i + R_g)^2
\]

where \( R_i \) and \( R_g \) are the radii of the ion and the gas molecule in angstroms, respectively. When structural information sufficient to perform the above approximation is not available, one can assume a spherical shape and a typical density \( \rho \) (in Da/\( \text{\AA}^3 \)) of proteins and their complexes. For the collision cross section estimates reported in this review, we use a value of 0.84 Da \( \text{\AA}^3 \) for \( \rho \), though different values for protein density can be found throughout the literature.\textsuperscript{52,77,121} From these assumptions, a spherical volume may be calculated from the mass \( M_i \) of the ion and subsequently the radius. Therefore, eq 4 becomes

\[
\sigma = \pi (\sqrt[3]{3M_i/4\pi \rho} + R_g)^2
\]

In Figure 6 we give an overview of the number of collisions experienced and the length of time spent in the collision cell for different proteinaceous species under typical experimental conditions for the CID of large noncovalent complexes on a modified Q-ToF instrument.\textsuperscript{92,105,114} The top panel shows the number of collisions experienced by the different species (based on eqs 3 and 5) and the mass dependency of the trend. It can be seen that large protein complexes typically experience from thousands to tens of thousands of collisions as they pass through the cell and that the number of these collisions can be modulated by adjusting the pressure (inset).

The bottom panel shows how long the ions spend in the collision cell, i.e., the amount of time during which they experience the collisions. This residence time depends on the initial kinetic energy of the ions and, hence, on the charge state. Therefore, to model a mass dependency, we used the following relationship between ion mass and average charge state (\( Z_{av} \));\textsuperscript{52} \( Z_{av} \approx 0.0778 \sqrt{m} \). By modeling all the collisions experienced by an ion, and the resulting reductions in velocity, one can see that the amount of time spent in the collision cell is dependent on mass and is typically on the order of about 200–400 \( \mu \text{s} \) (Figure 6). Only at the low end of the mass scale does this residence time deviate considerably, reaching, in the case of cytochrome \( c \), over 1700 \( \mu \text{s} \) (under the conditions used to generate Figure 6). This dramatic increase in residency time in the collision cell is due to the considerably higher transition efficiency of kinetic to internal energy for the relatively small cytochrome \( c \). This allows the ion to reach a steady-state velocity (determined largely by the kinetic energy of the neutrals and space–charge effects) early in the transit of the ion through the collision cell. It is important to note that at no time are ions assumed to be held stationary in the collision cell under the conditions described in Figure 6. The residence time will also depend on both the accelerating voltage and the pressure in the cell. The inset of the lower panel is a surface plot of these dependencies. In all of the conditions displayed, the ions experience collisions over a time period on the order of hundreds of microseconds.

Each of the thousands of collisions a protein complex experiences in the collision cell causes its internal energy to increase. The maximal increase in internal energy accumulated by an ion, \( \Delta E_{\text{int}} \), is assumed no energy dissipation
Figure 7. Energy conversion during collisional activation. Simulations showing the maximum percentage conversion of energy from kinetic to internal modes as ions pass through the gas-filled collision cell, and the variations due to mass (upper), gas pressure (middle), and collision gas (lower). The upper panel shows the energy conversion profiles for cytochrome c monomer (violet), transthyretin tetramer (blue), MjHSP16.5 24mer (green), GroEL tetradecamer (orange), and the 70S ribosome from *Thermus thermophilus* (red), at 30 μbar argon collision cell pressure. In order to determine a true dependency on mass, eq 6 was used. The distance at which half of the energy is converted (dashed line) for the different species allows the extraction of the dependency of energy conversion on mass (inset). The middle panel shows the effect of varying pressure on this energy conversion process for a single species, MjHSP16.5. Different pressures (labeled from 50 μbar, violet, to 10 μbar, red) of argon are simulated. Similarly, the lower panel shows (using the same ion as above) the effect of the mass of the gas (the noble gases from radon, violet, to neon, red). Inset into these panels are the dependencies for 50% conversion. These simulations show that in order for sufficient conversion of kinetic energy into internal modes to occur, in this length of collision cell, the use of higher pressures and/or heavier target gas is preferable.

In between collisions), after it has experienced *n* collisions can be given by the following relationship, where the initial translational energy is assumed to be determined only by the acceleration into the collision cell:

\[
\Delta E_{\text{int}} = zV_a(1 - [(M_g^2 + M_i^2)/(M_i + M_g)^2])^n
\]

where *M*<sub>g</sub> and *M*<sub>i</sub> are the masses of the gas and the ion, respectively, *z* is the charge state of the ion, and *V*<sub>a</sub> is the voltage accelerating the ions into the collision cell (adapted from refs 122 and 123).

To demonstrate the transfer of translational energy into internal modes of ions as they traverse the collision cell, we have performed a series of explicit individual-collision simulations based on eq 6. The top panel of Figure 7 demonstrates the conversion of energy as a function of distance traveled along the collision cell for the same five species shown in Figure 6, ranging from the 12 kDa cytochrome *c* to the 2.3 MDa 70S ribosome from *Thermus thermophilus*. It can be seen how, for the relatively small cytochrome *c*, essentially all the translational energy is converted into internal modes by halfway along the collision cell, after less than 1000 collisions. At this distance into the collision cell, however, the much larger 70S ribosome does not achieve such complete conversion, despite having experienced over 47000 collisions. This demonstrates that, under these conditions, very large species will retain significant velocities as they exit the collision cell, which will affect their transmission efficiency to the MCP detector. To overcome this problem, from eq 6 we can see there are several possibilities: either increasing the number of collisions *n*, which in turn can be affected by increasing the gas pressure or the length of the cell (eq 6), or increasing the mass of the gas *M*<sub>g</sub>. The middle and lower panels of Figure 7 show how the effective conversion efficiency between kinetic and internal energy is altered by changes in pressure or neutral mass, respectively. Clearly, higher pressures and heavier target gases are beneficial for more rapid energy conversion. However, the insets of Figure 7 show how altering these variables meets with diminishing returns, and as such, the practical benefit is somewhat limited.

Ion activation can also be achieved in the skimmer-cone region of the instrument through careful management of the pressure and accelerating potential experienced by the ions in the first regions of differential pumping within the instrument. The dissociation products formed here from protein complex ions are similar to those generated using the collision cell. Dissociation of protein complexes is sometimes also observed if the pressure in the first region of differential pumping is too low, which is attributed to the transmission efficiency. Upon first inspection, this result may seem counterintuitive when viewed in the context of Figure 6. This is because vibrational/rotational relaxation which occurs in between collisions is not taken into account in these simulations. Therefore, while the calculations shown in Figure 6 offer a useful description of the number of collisions experienced by an ion in the collision cell and the ion kinetic energy losses experienced, the same approach is limited in describing the internal energy of the ions. In general, the activation of ions in this region of the instrument is affected most easily under conditions of high accelerating potentials and lower pressures.
4.1.2. Dissociation of Activated Macromolecular Assemblies

In the previous section, we have dealt briefly with the way in which macromolecular ions are activated by gas-phase collisions. In this section, we turn our attention to describing the unimolecular decay process for noncovalent protein complexes. Collisional activation has been used to dissociate gas-phase protein—protein complexes since the very earliest studies that demonstrated their detection. In these studies, the activation of the noncovalent complexes was shown to break the noncovalent bonds, rather than causing covalent bond cleavage. While initial studies were conducted on dimers, when complexes comprised of more than two subunits were dissociated by CID, some unexpected characteristics of the dissociation process were observed. The dissociation products of tetramers in the gas-phase were found not to be dimers, as expected, but rather complementary monomers and trimers. Furthermore, it was noted that the charge partitioning between the dissociation products also appeared to be surprisingly asymmetric. For one of the proteins studied, avidin, the monomers and trimers both were also appeared to be surprisingly asymmetric. For one of the proteins studied, avidin, the monomers and trimers both were shown to have a Coulombically-driven process in which a monomer species is unvolved and ejected ... with a disproportionately large

\[ [P_n]^{q^+} \rightarrow [P_{(n-1)}]^{(q-x)^+} + [P_1]^{x^+} \]  

(Scheme 1)

where \( n \) is the number of subunits in the oligomer of species \( P \), \( q \) is the number of charges on the oligomer, \( x \) is the average charge carried by the monomer \( P_1 \), and the charge density by mass is much higher in \( P_1 \) than \( P_{(n-1)} \).

Furthermore, it has also been shown that the asymmetric dissociation process can reoccur, such that several monomeric units can be removed. This has been shown to proceed in a sequential manner as described by

\[ [P_n]^{q^+} \rightarrow [P_{(n-1)}]^{(q-x)^+} + [P_1]^{x^+} \rightarrow [P_{(n-2)}]^{(q-x-x)^+} + [P_1]^{x^+} + [P_1]^{x^+} \rightarrow [P_{(n-3)}]^{(q-x-x-x)^+} + [P_1]^{x^+} + [P_1]^{x^+} + [P_1]^{x^+} \]  

(Scheme 2)

where \( n \) and \( q \) are the number of subunits and charges in the original oligomer, and \( x \), \( x' \), and \( x'' \) are the average charges carried by the monomers \( P_1 \) at different dissociation steps. The number of dissociation steps which are observed is governed by the initial kinetic energy of the ions. Under the highest energy CID conditions currently accessible on a modified Q-ToF instrument, at 350 V acceleration, up to four dissociation steps have been observed.

The many observations made of the dissociation of protein complexes, including the typically high charge states for the monomeric product ions (indicative of unfolded gas-phase conformations), led one early report to suggest that ‘dissociation of the [oligomer] may occur by a Coulombically-driven process in which a monomer species becomes unravelling and ejected ... with a disproportionately large share of the charge\(^{+}\).\(^{5}\) Compelling evidence that an unfolding event occurs during the asymmetric dissociation pathway observed during CID of a multimeric assembly comes from studies performed on nonspecific cytochrome \( c \) and \( \alpha \)-lactalbumin dimers with and without the presence of configurational restraints. When the individual protein chains were covalently cross-linked, thereby restricting their unfolding, dissociation was shifted from an asymmetric pathway to a symmetric one.\(^{125,126}\) Furthermore, it has been shown that the estimated increase in surface area induced by monomer unfolding correlates well with the charge partitioning observed, indicating that the observed charge redistribution is symmetric with respect to surface area while asymmetric with respect to mass.\(^{14}\) Recently, this CID process has been visualized by means of ion-mobility mass spectrometry, wherein the activated state of the transhyretin tetramer was shown to populate multiple states much larger than the inactivated form. The sizes measured for these ions are consistent with a structure comprised of a single unfolded protein subunit and three folded protein subunits.

Current thinking on the mechanism of dissociation of a multimeric protein complex stands as follows. An oligomeric complex is produced by ESI with the charges distributed, on average, evenly over its surface. The ion is accelerated into a gas-filled collision cell, with an increase in kinetic energy dependent on its charge state and the accelerating voltage. During each of the approximately \( 1 \times 10^3 \) to \( 1 \times 10^4 \) collisions with neutral gas molecules, the translational energy is converted into internal energy, where it is distributed among the vibrational and rotational modes of the proteins that comprise the complex. The increase in internal energy enables local unfolding/disordering events to occur. Local unfolding increases the surface area, and mobile charge carriers redistribute to the freely exposed area to minimize Coulombic repulsion. Regions close to the locally unfolded section are destabilized by this process, and further unfolding follows, with consequent further charge migration. This continues until a subunit is essentially fully unfolded, and its interactions with the oligomer are broken. An intermediate state is reached when the intraoligomer forces holding the monomer to the rest of the oligomer are equal to the Coulombic forces pushing them apart. With the activation barrier having been overcome, the two charged species then separate, with the total charge partitioned according to their surface areas. The magnitude of the activation energy is therefore dependent on the energy required to overcome both intramonomer and intraoligomer interactions.

4.1.3. The CID of a Large Oligomeric Protein: Case Study

In this section we demonstrate the CID of a large oligomeric protein complex from both an experimental standpoint and the theoretical background described above. Figure 8A shows the CID of the 200 kDa, 12 subunit oligomer formed by TaHSP16.9.\(^{128,129}\) The 32\(^{+}\) charge state was selected by using the quadrupole analyzer of a Q-ToF instrument and accelerated into a collision cell containing \( 30 \mu \)bar of argon. At the lowest acceleration voltages, only the signal corresponding to the intact oligomeric species is observed. Therefore, the ions do not accumulate sufficient internal energy through transfer from translational energy to dissociate on the time scale of their passage through the mass spectrometer. When the accelerating voltage is in-
creased to 80 V, with the ions therefore entering the collision cell with 2560 eV, the 12mer signal is reduced and peaks corresponding to monomers and 11mers are observed. These first dissociation products become of increasingly high intensity as the voltage is increased, until at 120 V two additional series are observed: one corresponding to 10mers, and a second monomer distribution at lower charge states (higher \( m/z \)) than the first. As the voltage is increased still further, up to the maximum possible on this instrument (200 V), no further dissociation steps occur, but the intensity of the 10mer peaks increases while those of the 11mers decrease.

Figure 8B shows how the relative intensities of the parent 12mer and the different stripped oligomers vary as a function of acceleration voltage. This plot clearly demonstrates that protein complex dissociation is a sequential reaction, as described in Scheme 2.\textsuperscript{14} By setting a definition of “onset for dissociation” as being the accelerating voltage at which the dissociation product amounts to 10% of the total ion current, we can use this graph to read off the threshold voltage at which dissociation occurs. In this case, the 11mer forms at 80 V and the 10mer at 145 V. As the selected ion was the 32\(^{+} \) charge state, these acceleration voltages correspond to initial translational energies of 2560 and 4640 eV, respectively. As the process is sequential, with the 10mer being formed from the 11mer, a crude estimate of the energy required for the 11mer to 10mer process is the difference of the two, namely 2080 eV.

Having established the dissociation threshold for the 12mer to the 11mer, we examine the effect of using different accelerating voltages on energy deposition. Figure 8C shows simulations of the distance along the cell (left panel) and the time taken (right) for the 12mer\(^{32+} \) ion to reach the dissociation threshold. We can see that, with the voltages accessible in this instrument, activation of these ions can be accomplished on the order of 11–341 \( \mu \)s. From the inset it
is clear that, even if higher energies were attainable, as on other instrument platforms described in the literature, the activation process would not occur on a significantly faster time scale.

4.2. Other Activation Techniques

Though the vast majority of studies in which protein complexes have been dissociated have employed CID, there have been a few reports of the successful application of other activation techniques, notably SID, BIRD, ECD, and C. SID can be viewed almost as an extension of CID, but with a solid surface rather than gas molecules being the colliding neutral. The immediate benefits of SID in effectively increasing the mass of the collision partner are however difficult to realize, and it is only very recently that the first examples of successful SID of multiprotein complexes have been demonstrated. Wysocki and co-workers have implemented an SID system into a Q-ToF, to provide an alternative technique to CID. An initial study using nonspecific cytochrome c dimers compared the symmetry of charge partitioning of the product ions created using SID or CID as the activation technique. In the case of the 11+ ion, asymmetric partitioning was observed by CID whereas symmetric dissociation was observed by SID. The authors suggest that this could be explained by the much faster time scale of activation of SID (on the order of picoseconds) relative to CID (tens to hundreds of microseconds). SID of larger, specific, protein complexes has also revealed that symmetric pathways can be accessed: SID of tetramers of TTR and concanavalin A revealed a significant amount of dimeric dissociation products. The dodecameric sHSPs TaHSP16.9 (dissociation data shown in Figure 8) and PaHSP18.1 dissociated with the same asymmetry in mass as observed using CID, though differences in the charge partitioning were observed.

ECD has seemed an attractive approach to the dissociation of protein complexes, as several reports have suggested that ECD can initiate covalent fragmentation while maintaining noncovalent interactions. This has been successfully applied to locate a ligand binding site on a protein implicated in Parkinson's disease, α-synuclein. ECD of larger protein complexes has also recently been implemented on an FT-ICR system. A relatively intense signal for charge-reduced complexes has also recently been implemented on an FT-ICR system. Due to the intrinsically temperature-resolved nature of the BIRD approach, temperature-dependent rate constants can be easily extracted from the dissociation data acquired. The first study to employ BIRD for gas-phase dissociation of a multiprotein complex was reported on the pentameric Shiga-like Toxin I. Asymmetric dissociation into monomers and tetramers was observed, even with this activation happening over seconds, and Arrhenius parameters for the dissociation were determined. Of particular note are the remarkably large pre-exponential factors determined for the dissociation, which indicate that the loss of the monomeric subunit results in a substantial favorable entropy gain. This is consistent with a dissociation mechanism that proceeds via the unfolding of a monomeric unit, as originally suggested by Smith et al. Further insights into the mechanism of dissociation of multimeric proteins and the stability of the shiga toxins have been obtained by additional BIRD experiments.

4.3. Use of Gas-Phase Dissociation

Strikingly, despite the different mechanics and time scales involved in the various methods described above, most product ions generated by protein complex dissociation remain very similar. The dominant dissociation pathway is highly asymmetric with respect to mass (Scheme 1) and very different from that which is observed in solution. In the last year, however, gas-phase dissociation pathways have been observed in which the loss of a highly charged monomer ion is not the chief decay pathway. In these two cases, noncovalently bound tetrameric proteins were found to undergo symmetric dissociation into dimers. Such exceptions provide us with the opportunity to increase our understanding, and possibly manipulate the mechanism of protein complex dissociation in the gas phase. Based on an increased understanding, a future challenge is to use gas-phase activation and dissociation to establish the location of subunits within protein interaction networks.

As more information on the mechanism of dissociation comes to light, it is becoming clear that considerable structural information can be obtained for protein complexes via such dissociative approaches. Information can be generated regarding the nature of intra- and inter-subunit interactions, on both global and local levels, as well as details of the overall organization of subunits within an oligomer. Coupled with the thermodynamic information attainable from BIRD and the differing dissociation pathways now being accessed, the extra dimension afforded by dissociative approaches is as an essential part of future MS investigations in structural proteomics.

5. Companion Technologies for MS of Protein Complexes

In addition to insight provided by the mass measurement of intact protein complexes and their fragments in the gas phase, technologies can be employed in conjunction with MS to provide further insight into their composition, structure, dynamics, and topology. In this section, we limit our scope to those technologies that have been used in conjunction with MS to investigate protein—protein interactions. We have organized these technologies according to the order in which they occur relative to the typical MS experiment (Figure 10). Some of the technologies, for example hydrogen/deuterium exchange, are long established, while others have only recently been coupled to MS; however, in all cases, the technology described provides further information on some aspect of the protein complex. For instance, affinity-based purification not only provides an effective means of obtaining protein complexes for direct analysis by MS but also provides information on binding partners within uncharacterized protein complexes expressed at endogenous levels. While many of the technologies described in this section do not involve the detection of intact complexes themselves, though in many cases this extension is theoretically possible, the information garnered from their application can provide complementary insight into protein...
complex structure and function. In some cases, these technologies overlap considerably in terms of their capabilities; however, in general Figure 10 demonstrates the complementarity of the enabling technologies covered here. While the progress of MS as described in the previous sections of this review will play an important role in proteomics, it is when coupled with these companion technologies that the full scope and potential of MS in this field can be realized.

5.1. Sample Isolation Technologies

The majority of MS studies of protein complexes have been performed using recombinantly expressed proteins, purified using standardized molecular biology procedures. However, an exciting frontier in MS is the isolation and analysis of previously unknown protein–protein complexes directly from cells at endogenous levels of expression. Tandem affinity purification (TAP)\textsuperscript{142,143} is a widely used method for MS analysis of such protein assemblies.\textsuperscript{144} In this experiment, a protein is expressed containing a tag consisting of two sections, at least one of which is chemically cleavable. Both sections exhibit a high degree of affinity toward resin-bound substrates.\textsuperscript{145} Various additions and refinements have been made to the original TAP-tag protocol.\textsuperscript{146–149} For example, several popular variants of the strategy incorporate polyhistidine tags (for Ni\textsuperscript{2+} binding affinity) as either the primary or secondary section of the tag.\textsuperscript{146,147}
Since the initial landmark TAP-tag-MS experiments were reported,\textsuperscript{150,151} several applications of the technology have been reported. These experiments have provided valuable data on the global organization of proteins for several organisms including examples from yeast\textsuperscript{147,152--154} and human\textsuperscript{155} cells. Typically, these experiments follow protocols similar to those used in bottom-up proteomics experiments.

Proteins are isolated after TAP-tag purification, separated by gel-electrophoresis, enzymatically digested, and then identified by a combination of accurate peptide masses and sequence tags generated by tandem MS. This isolation strategy has been used to generate the most comprehensive map of the yeast interactome, totaling 547 protein–protein interactions, averaging 4.9 proteins per complex.\textsuperscript{156}

In addition to defining interacting proteins within a given organism, several studies have taken a more focused approach: using affinity purification in conjunction with MS to study a single signaling pathway, a single regulation system, or even a single protein complex. As before, the composition of the protein complex or complexes involved is frequently the principal target of the analysis. Using such an approach, the components of the yeast nucleopore complex were identified using MALDI-ToF-ToF analysis following TAP-tag isolation.\textsuperscript{157} Isolation of intact protein complexes using the TAP-tag strategy and MS analysis of the noncovalent complex is also having important implications for structural genomics. By studying MS of intact protein assemblies, along with subcomplexes generated under mildly denaturing conditions, a high-confidence model for the subunit architecture of the yeast exosome was recently proposed, derived entirely from MS experiments.\textsuperscript{15}

The ability to examine protein complexes expressed at endogenous levels has enormous implications for MS in structural proteomics. The high sensitivity and consequently low sample requirement relative to other structural biology techniques means that MS is well placed to provide initial low-resolution structural data on novel protein complexes. Moreover, the fact that substoichiometric binding of protein subunits is readily apparent in spectra enables this technique to be applied to heterogeneous complexes that are often not amenable to other structural biology approaches.

### 5.2. Sample Labeling Technologies

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) or X-ray diffraction analysis requires relatively high concentrations of homogeneous protein complexes for successful structure determinations. In addition, NMR and X-ray diffraction are difficult to automate and operate in a high-throughput mode. Consequently, in situations where high-resolution structures are difficult to obtain due to the scarcity or low purity of the available protein complex, MS can contribute significantly to structural data. A general MS approach toward obtaining low-resolution structural data involves the use of chemical labeling, with the most common forms being chemical cross-linking, hydrogen/deuterium exchange, and oxidative footprinting.

Often used in conjunction with TAP-tag purification of protein complexes, chemical cross-linking methods have been developed in order to determine the topology of protein–protein complexes.\textsuperscript{158--160} In these experiments, a chemical agent is added to the sample that induces a reaction to covalently link proteins together for subsequent analysis, often via enzymatic digestion and MS/MS. The identification of cross-linked peptides, together with knowledge of the dimensions of the cross-linking agent, can be used to give distance constraints for determining the overall topology of the assembly under investigation.\textsuperscript{158}

A variety of cross-linking agents, that differ in terms of tag distance, amino acid specificity, and architecture, have been developed.\textsuperscript{152,153,161--178} Generally speaking, chemical cross-linking agents fall into five categories: zero-length, homobifunctional, heterobifunctional, trifunctional, and cleavable chemical agents.\textsuperscript{158} Zero-length reagents act to create covalent bonds directly between two protein sites; consequently, the length constraints created by the linking event are minimal.\textsuperscript{164} Bifunctional cross-linking agents, using either two different or two identical reactive groups, are spaced by an inert “linker”, which imposes a longer distance constraint for subsequent structural analysis. Trifunctional and cleavable reagents impart additional functionality to the bifunctional cross-linker concept. Often, the third functional group incorporated into the cross-linking agent acts as a tag for subsequent purification of cross-linked peptides. A useful strategy is the incorporation of isotopic labeling into the cross-linking agents, as this allows low-intensity cross-linked peptides to be readily identified by inspection of their isotope pattern in mass spectra. As an additional technical enhancement to the cross-linking strategy, one study incorporated cross-linking agents that are readily cleavable through activation in the gas phase. Using bisuccinimidyl-succinamyl-aspartyl-prolylglycine (SuDPG) or bisuccinimidyl-succinamyl-aspartyl-proline (SuDP) as the linking agent, CID can be used to break the cross-linked peptides as a tandem MS check of their cross-linked status.\textsuperscript{161}

Limited examples have been reported where mass spectrometry of intact protein–protein complexes has been used in conjunction with cross-linking agents to ascertain the structure of protein assemblies. In one study, intact mass spectra of the 19S lid assembly of the yeast proteasome complex were used in combination with chemical cross-linking (using bis(sulfo)succinimidyl)suberate (BS3) as the chemical linker) to ascertain the topology of the protein complex in solution. It was found that, while tandem MS of the intact protein complex provided a substantial amount of information on the organization of the lid complex, additional pairwise associations were needed to choose between structures compatible with the MS data and to complete the interaction map of the complex. Chemical cross-linking was used to supplement the MS/MS data and resulted in the identification of four additional protein–protein contacts that were not apparent from CID data alone.\textsuperscript{8}

Mass spectrometry in combination with hydrogen/deuterium (H/D) exchange has developed into a robust and versatile tool for the analysis of protein–protein complexes.\textsuperscript{179--181} A generalized H/D exchange MS method includes the exposure of either the intact complex or the various interaction partners to deuterated solvent to induce H/D exchange, digestion of the exchanged protein material (often with pepsin, which is active at the low pH range where exchange is slowest), and identification of the exchange levels on the individual peptides observed.\textsuperscript{182} Alternatively, mass spectra of the intact protein can be recorded in order to define the extent of global hydrogen exchange. Ideally, baseline levels of exchange are recorded for each protein within the complex in isolation and these values are compared to the site-specific exchange observed for the intact complex in order to determine sites of protein–protein contact. If this comparison is carried out after proteolytic digestion, region-specific
information about sites of protein–protein contact can be obtained. As an additional check of exchange results, it is also possible to carry out the exchange reaction in reverse, i.e., in a protic solvent. In this case, proteins are exposed to protiated solvent after complete deuteration of the complex has been accomplished. Both ESI and MALDI ionization have been employed to characterize the level of hydrogen exchange within peptides generated from protein complexes. ESI allows for facile online monitoring of the exchange reaction and coupling with separation technology, which is often necessary to observe high sequence coverage of the complex mixture of the exchanged peptides. MALDI offers a higher tolerance to salt and detergents that often suppress signals in ESI instrumentation but requires an off-line approach for efficient coupling with chromatographic separation. Mass spectrometry serves as an ideal detector for H/D exchange studies, as it is capable of distinguishing coexisting populations which differ in their exchange profiles. This is in contrast to NMR detection, which, while yielding excellent spatial resolution, provides only sample-wide average exchange values.

Many aspects of protein–protein complexes have been probed using hydrogen exchange mass spectrometry.\textsuperscript{183–191} In one set of experiments employing H/D exchange and ESI-MS, the location of protected residues in the multiprotein ubiquitin ligase SCF\textsuperscript{skp2} complex was monitored upon binding with Cks1.\textsuperscript{186} Hydrogen exchange data indicated that the binding event causes global conformational changes, some remote from the binding site of the protein. In another set of hydrogen exchange experiments, the flexibility of the 55 protein components of the 70S bacterial ribosome particle was investigated.\textsuperscript{187} These results are consistent with previous experiments, as they identify the “stalk” region of the complex as being particularly flexible. The data also enable prediction of the assembly of the intact ribosome, as regions of enhanced flexibility are thought to be among the final proteins to be incorporated into the 70S particle. H/D exchange data have been used to detect the dynamic properties of amyloid fibrils derived from aggregated SH3 domains.\textsuperscript{188} The kinetics of the H/D exchange data revealed that dissociation and reassociation of SH3 domains is common in the amyloid fibrils studied. On-line H/D exchange was used to probe the conformations of the S100A11 protein dimer during its assembly.\textsuperscript{183} The same group has utilized hydrogen exchange to distinguish artificial protein complexes, produced during the ESI process, from bona fide protein–protein complexes that exist in solution.\textsuperscript{190} Hydrogen exchange, despite having a relatively long track record in the analysis of protein complexes, continues to be a valuable tool in their analysis.

A method closely related to hydrogen exchange, oxidative footprinting, uses hydroxyl radicals to oxidize the solution-accessible areas of a protein complex.\textsuperscript{192–195} An obvious advantage of this approach over that of hydrogen exchange is that the sites of oxidation remain stable through the CID process, whereas deuterium labels are scrambled during ion activation.\textsuperscript{196} This enables the application of tandem MS to identify the site(s) of solvent accessibility at the residue level, rather than at the peptide level, which is generally the limit of hydrogen exchange studies by MS. Also, the irreversible nature of the modification means that back-exchange of the identified sites will not occur, a process that complicates interpretation of hydrogen exchange studies. Several methods have been suggested for producing the hydroxyl radicals necessary for protein oxidation, including Fenton chemistry (transition metal-mediated production of hydroxyl radicals) and the radiolysis of water.\textsuperscript{194} In all other aspects, the experimental procedure followed is similar to that used in hydrogen exchange experiments monitored using MS, \textit{vide supra}. Proof-of-principle data have been presented for small protein–protein complexes (e.g., the TR dimer),\textsuperscript{197} and the technology is likely to be extended to larger protein assemblies in the near future.

5.3. Preionization Technologies

Many methods have been coupled with MS for the analysis of protein–protein complexes, and a significant number of those are techniques that manipulate the complex in solution prior to its ionization. For example, time-dependent data is imperative for understanding the kinetics involved in the assembly, disassembly, and subunit exchange pathways available to protein–protein complexes.\textsuperscript{198} MS is ideally suited for monitoring such reactions, as the mass-resolving detection system allows for the label-free monitoring of reactants, products, and intermediate species in the reaction, without the need to separate these components prior to analysis. This approach relies on there being a sufficient difference in mass between the species of interest. If this is not the case, noninvasive labels such as isotopic labeling with $^{13}$C and/or $^{15}$N can be used. Reactions can also be monitored in the presence of other, potentially interfering, species (e.g., protein impurities). There are many modes of operation for a time-resolved mass spectrometry experiment (Figure 11). A simple approach to recording the progress of a biological reaction with MS is to employ an off-line sampling methodology (Figure 11A). Off-line measurements have been made on systems such as the subunit exchange of the transhydrogen tetramer\textsuperscript{24} and the assembly of the 30S ribosome.\textsuperscript{199} For higher time resolution data, alternative approaches are often used, typically the continuous sampling of the reaction mixture (Figure 11B). This approach has been employed to measure the subunit exchange kinetics of different small heat-shock proteins\textsuperscript{22,23} as well as the assembly of hemoglobin\textsuperscript{18} and the MtGimC complex.\textsuperscript{17}

An alternative methodology uses robotic sampling of a reacting mixture, electrosprayed via a chip-based array of nESI emitters.\textsuperscript{200} While this technology has been used for screening protein–ligand interactions,\textsuperscript{201,202} protein–metal uptake,\textsuperscript{203} protein aggregation,\textsuperscript{204} and the binding of ligands to tetrameric transthyretin,\textsuperscript{205} these studies highlight run-to-run reproducibility as a major advantage of the technology over manual sampling methods. Recently, this robotic sampling approach was also used to achieve many modes of automated time-resolved data acquisition.\textsuperscript{206} This automated approach can acquire data continuously as sample is injected periodically (Figure 11C), record different reaction mixtures into the same data file (Figure 11D), or record each isolated reaction mixture into its own data file (Figure 11E). Aside from the reproducibility benefits, the time resolution that the technology can provide is much greater than that achieved using off-line methods and negates the possibility of electrochemical effects associated with electrospraying of the same sample for a prolonged period of time.\textsuperscript{206–208}

Several flow injection-based technologies have been reported for monitoring the kinetics of biological reactions on the millisecond time scale. This instrumentation typically includes the ability to use both variable length capillary reaction tubes and variable flow rate (including stopped-flow)
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Figure 11. Reactions monitored in real time by means of MS. Reactions can be monitored in a time-resolved manner in several ways by MS. A reaction can be sampled at various time points (A) or sampled continuously (B). Without recourse to automation, the former approach is only possible if the reaction occurs over a sufficiently long time course. The latter has the disadvantage of occurring over an extended period of time in the ESI capillary, and hence electrochemical changes in the solution can affect the reaction. An automated ESI approach however allows much more rapid spray-to-spray turnover such that a fast reaction may be monitored through repeated sampling (C), as well as the ability to perform the experiment in parallel (D) and to create individual data files for each sample delivery (E).

to record reaction products at different time points. Recently, this technology has been used to measure the disassembly of hemoglobin, as well as the unfolding of nitric oxide synthase.

The reactions of protein assemblies are highly temperature dependent. Consequently, recording temperature-dependent rate constants is of primary importance, and MS-based methods provide several advantages for this application. Among these are the ability to measure the kinetics of several species in parallel, binding competition experiments, and low-sample consumption. Online temperature control of the nESI capillary containing the protein complex allows reversible thermal effects to be investigated. In these experiments, a Peltier-type heating device was used to raise the temperature uniformly within the nESI capillary and observe the thermally induced dissociation of protein complexes in solution. A device for cooling an ESI emitter to as low as 4 °C has also been reported and applied to protein–ligand complexes. Such a device also has obvious potential for protein–protein complexes.

While a few successes have been reported, protein–protein binding constants are often difficult to measure using MS-only technologies. The ion intensities observed in mass spectra depend not only on the amounts of different protein–protein complexes present in solution but also on their relative ionization efficiency and transmission through the instrument. Therefore, ion intensity is often a poor quantitative indicator of the amount of bound or unbound protein complex in solution, as the ionization efficiencies of the two species may differ substantially from each other. Moreover, for instruments to employ MCP detectors, the velocity-dependent response of the ion detector may have to be taken into account if the binding partners differ significantly in m/z. To overcome these limitations, other methodologies have been developed for use in conjunction with MS. One such method, surface plasmon resonance (SPR), uses the interaction of proteins with a surface-specific evanescent wave propagating on a conductive surface irradiated at a specific wavelength and angle to detect the presence and strength of protein–protein binding events. This technology has been successfully coupled to mass spectrometry for the high-throughput identification of protein–protein complexes in terms of both their composition and binding strength. In typical experiments, solutions containing various potential binding partners are washed over the SPR sensor surface (containing either a single molecule or an array of molecules). Bound protein or ligand is then either recovered for MS analysis or desorbed/ionized directly from the chip surface. SPR-MS technology has been applied to a variety of protein complexes. For example, binding events between tetrameric transthyretin (TTR) and retinol binding protein (RBP) were detected in the analysis of human plasma. Similarly, complexes between insulin-like growth factor proteins were investigated and a novel truncated form of IGF-2 was identified through SPR-MS analysis. Such experiments will undoubtedly prove valuable for protein complexes, adding a quantitative measure of interaction strength to the connectivity information that can be obtained for protein–protein interaction networks.

5.4. Positioning Technologies

Ion mobility (IM) separation has been a tool for physicists and analytical chemists for decades but has been applied to proteins and protein–protein complexes only recently. Several outstanding reviews are available on both the evolution of the ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) method and its application to biomolecules. The basic concept of IM separation involves the injection of a temporally defined packet of ions into an environment of inert neutral gas (Figure 12A). Ions are directed through this environment by an electric field. Those ions that are large undergo a greater number of collisions with the inert neutrals (i.e., their collision cross section is large) and thus travel more slowly through the IM device than those ions that present a smaller cross section. It is important to note that there are other methods of determining the size of protein–protein complexes in the gas phase, although IM is currently the only method that has been used to analyze protein assemblies. One particularly important method, ion energy-loss measurements, uses a stopping potential at the terminus of a gas-filled region of the instrument and can be implemented on widely available commercial instrumentation.

IM-MS instrumentation has evolved dramatically since it was first applied to the analysis of biomolecules and it falls into two basic types: drift-tube devices (where the flight time of the ion of interest is recorded) and differential devices (where the voltage required to observe the ion of interest is recorded). Figure 12B summarizes some of the most prominent methods of separating ions according to their ion mobility. Of the two most widely used types of IM instrumentation, drift tube-type devices (Figure 12BI) have
RF, all designed to either confine ions to the center axis of the device or to recover ions at the end of the drift tube after radial diffusion has taken place. These advancements, some of which purport to have increased IM transmission efficiency to 100%, have made IM-MS a growing technology in the area of protein analysis.

Differential-type IM separators, while a primary technology for defense and security applications, have been employed less widely than drift tube analyzers for the analysis of large biomolecules in conjunction with MS (Figure 12II). Stand-alone differential mobility analyzers (DMAs) have been used by several groups for the analysis of large proteins and protein complexes. In the past few years, the DMA-MS combination has been reported to offer high-resolution IM separations. Alternative methods employing high-resolution IM separations have also recently been reported. For example, diffusion-limited resolution in excess of 600 (t/Δt) has been predicted for an ion mobility separator where ions are driven by an electric field against a countercurrent of gas. This general method creates a scanning-type IM separator capable of both high-resolution and high-transmission-efficiency separation.

The development of new IM-MS instrumentation is continuing at a rapid pace. Several hybrid-type IM mobility devices have been reported recently, including tandem arrangements of drift tubes (IM-IM) connected via high-transmission efficiency ion funnel devices and FAIMS in combination with drift tube separation. Alternative methods of performing high-resolution IM separations have also recently been reported. For example, diffusion-limited resolution in excess of 600 (t/Δt) has been predicted for an ion mobility separator where ions are driven by an electric field against a countercurrent of gas. This general method creates a scanning-type IM separator capable of both high-resolution and high-transmission-efficiency separation.

IM-MS has been applied in a limited number of cases to the analysis of protein—protein complexes. The aim of these studies is primarily to determine the quaternary structure of the complex in the gas phase. Studies reported on smaller noncovalent assemblies include studies of the Aβ peptide indicating that up to decameric forms of the peptide are formed and exhibit a barrel-like topology. In addition, the structure of the α-synuclein dimer has been investigated by IM-MS. The structural information obtained from IM can often increase as the number of proteins that comprises an assembly increases. This is primarily due to the fact that having a larger number of protein subunits allows a larger number of quaternary arrangements, with larger differences in collision cross section. Stand-alone IM studies, presented alongside MS results performed on a separate instrument, of the 20S proteosome complex have been reported. The results indicate that charge-reduced proteosome ions, carrying a single ionic charge, retain their overall shape in the gas phase. Using an IM-MS approach, it was possible to examine the gas-phase structure of the decameric *trp* RNA-binding attenuation protein (TRAP). The data presented show that a population of desolvated TRAP ions retain a ring-type topology similar to that indicated by X-ray diffraction analysis. It was also possible to perform activation experiments on this protein complex and observe deformation of quaternary structure as a function of internal energy. IM-MS is a particularly promising
technology for the analysis of protein complexes, as it promises to add a certain amount of topological information to complement the compositional information available from the MS step of the experiments.

6. The Future

The material covered in this review is focused on the synergy achieved between technology and application of that technology to problems in both structural genomics and proteomics. Specifically, the growth in understanding of the conditions required to maintain and detect protein complexes has driven the continued and rapid growth of MS for intact protein complexes. As such, MS is now established in structural genomics, with numerous studies where key information about the stoichiometry of noncovalent complexes has facilitated deduction of high-resolution structures. Moreover, with tandem mass spectrometers capable of transmitting and dissociating such high mass species becoming available in a number of laboratories worldwide and with the progress in understanding the mechanism of collisional activation and dissociation of protein complexes, we anticipate that this methodology will also become increasingly important for determining the architecture of protein complexes. As the MS field moves from abundant protein complexes into low copy number cellular extracts, new challenges have to be overcome to establish the study of noncovalent complexes firmly in the area of proteomics. Specifically, these challenges require an increase in the ionization efficiency of the electrospray process and further optimization of the instrumentation for their detection.

Despite the tremendous progress that has occurred over the past decade, further opportunities are emerging within the context of structural genomics and proteomics initiatives. Determining the interaction networks between proteins through MS methods is an exciting avenue of research, though new approaches and supporting software are needed to determine the most likely arrangement of protein subunits within any given assembly. IM-MS of protein complexes is an area of research that is only in its infancy. While it has been shown that solution-phase structure can be maintained intact in the gas phase, the challenge is now to use this technology to determine topologies of protein complexes for which no other structural data exists. Particularly tantalizing is the prospect of visualizing intact protein complexes. Recently recognized is the potential for MS to be used in a preparative manner, by isolating a defined m/z range from a population of protein ions. By decelerating ions and collecting them on a surface in vacuo (termed "soft-landing"), it has been possible to recover gaseous protein downstream in a mass spectrometer. In preliminary experiments, we have shown the 800 kDa GroEL 14-mer was transmitted intact through the mass spectrometer and soft landed onto an EM grid placed in the ion beam of a quadrupole ToF mass spectrometer. Subsequent EM imaging revealed that the intact GroEL 14-mer was maintained intact. While further optimization of the technique is required to generate 3D reconstructions, we believe these developments will provide an exciting possibility to enable structure determination of hitherto intractable complexes—an enticing prospect for mass spectrometry and structural biology more generally.

At the start of this article we reviewed progress in this field of research over the past decade. Having reached the end, it is now prudent to speculate about developments that the next decade will bring. Undoubtedly, further strengthen-